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Byron Reese, The Fourth Age. Smart Robots, 
Conscious Computers & the Future of Humanity 

(NY: Atria, 2020)

´1. Language and Fire --100,000 years ago-

´2. Agriculture and Cities --10,000 years ago
´3. Writing and wheels--5000 years: Downloading the mind

´4. Artificial Intelligence & Robotics (age we are in).

vAlso named as 4th Industrial Revolution:
“…born of union of a new digital, biological & 

physical technologies…escalating automated 

future…”James Suzman, Work (NY: Penguin Press,2020:1) 



AI-is a human invention, patterned after human 
intellectual (brain) abilities/functions

Ø John McCarthy in 1955 coined the term AI, defined it as 
“the science and engineering of making intelligent 
machines”.  

Ø Google definition: Machine or software intelligence… is another 
name for AI, in which "machines" are physical equipment that detects 
their surroundings, analyzes information, and takes actions within that 
context. 
https://www.google.com/search?q=ai+powered+gadgets&oq=AI+&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j35i39j0i67l2j0i67i131i433j0i131i433i512j0i67i131i433j69i60.4288j0j7
&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8. Feb 8, 2022

ØAI-(algorithm-microprocessor) gather information-data: codifies, 
digitizes, generates out puts, facilitates automation and does 
replicate. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=ai+powered+gadgets&oq=AI+&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j35i39j0i67l2j0i67i131i433j0i131i433i512j0i67i131i433j69i60.4288j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


AI (for technologists): nonbiological machines 
augmenting-supplementing biological (human) machine

´AI is a nonbiological machine or software intelligence 
mimicking human intelligence such as their cognitive ability, 
creating patterns and updating memories. 

´Techno-prophets: Ray Kurzweil: When you talk to humans in 
2035 you will be talking to someone that is a combination of 
biological and nonbiological intelligence.

´Q: Since the decisions/outputs by AI are based on what has 
been fed into the operating the software, it raises the concern 
of biases, and also the possible misuse of them for marketing, 
profiting, profiling (employment, admission, securing loan) surveillance etc. 



Humans are becoming Digital citizens 
a new reality resulting from (electronic) revolution

(Karen Mosserberger)
Digitization of information—our photo and information in our passport

vA child is inducted as a digital citizen as soon as child 
starts using online resources. 

vFlip side, digital poverty of children-people who have no 
access to electronic data? 

vGadgets empowered by AI are in a steady increase: 
smart watch, smart phone, iPad, laptops with its various 
programs, social media apps, GPS, robots of various 
kinds, self-driving car, drones etc.

vFlip Side: The demand for ‘rare earth material’ for iPhone 
and mining for them.  



We are watched as we use the AI gadgets

´When we get connected to AI gadgets, the 
algorithms track and collect data about us. 
The data is used for marketing purposes, 
security and surveillance. Often they are sold 
for profit. 

´Humans get served and in turn humans 
produce data for further service: marketing, 
election purposes etc.  



AI: 
serves, rewards and uses its consumers towards it agenda

´AI has emerged as an alternate Book of Life that 
records all our activities. Often the user is rewarded 
with points for ones use, like credit cards.

´Data is the new oil or gold (resources controlled by 
corporations, state, multinational and consortiums). 

´Shares in these corporations may be owned even by 
faith communities. 



Metaphors for human and AI relationship
Symbiosis, dancing, yin-yang

vSymbiosis. How to prevent the domination. 
vHumanity is dancing with machines. Who 

controls the rhythm. 
vHaving a yin-yang relations. How the 

balance is managed 
vArticle in Concilium 2021: “Artificial Intelligence, 

angel machines for posthuman times?”



Churches have benefitted and benefitting

´IA technologies (social media, electronic platforms) 
helped religious communities during Covid19 lockdowns 
including Christianity to remain socially connected with 
the their respective community through social medias 
and online links. Even having holy communion service 
virtually. 

´Benefitted from 60% of financial  70% communication that 
are based on AI technologies. Collecting church 
contributions through credit card or bank deductions. 



Virtual church services (to robot saints), to android
monk (in a 400 years old Kyoto Buddhist temple)



Virtual Reality church-2016: Bishop & Apostle DJ Soto
(via Oculus enter, Metaverse campus-digital space) 



Use, attachment and/or addiction to (angel) machines

´It is said that smart phones have become an 
extension of those who use them. Similar gadgets 
have created an unavoidable symbiosis between 
humans and machines. 

ØA number of persons have become dependent, 
even addicted to these (angel) machines. Sleep 
with them.

ØElon Musk: Humans have already become cyborg
(Is it in a primordial form?). 



Few statistics of AI use or inroads 

´2022: Estimate is that the number of people 
that own a smart and feature phone is 7.26 
Billion, making up 91.16% of the world's 
population.

´in 2019, there was a record of 2.7 
million industrial robots operating in factories 
around the world. 

´Intelligent robots are predicated to replace 
30% of the human workforce globally by 
2030.



Few statistics of AI use or inroads II

´In industrialized countries, most homes are 
expected have a home robot by about 2050.

´In job market: automation could free up 10% 
of nursing activities by 2030 and number of 
others like doctors, teachers, receptionists 
etc. 

´250 million cars were predicted to have an 
Internet connection

´Autonomous vehicles are predicated to 
“eliminate 2-3 million trucking jobs over the 
next several years”.



Inherited understanding of humans versus evolving reality 
Yuval Noah Harari, 

Homo Deus. A brief history of tomorrow. (2015)



Bioengineering-Nanotechnology leading to re-formation of humans 
with biological and nonbiological components (nanobots)

Question: Are we stepping into God’s shoe?



The relentless innovations in AI are challenging a number 
of the existing preconceptions about humans

´A preconception about humans is that as they are the final act of 
God’s creation or humans are the final result of evolution.

´As we noted above technologies through augmentation of 
biological capacities are leading them to transhuman existence, 
and possibly leading them to posthuman realm. 

´So, how humans thought of themselves and organized themselves 
so far, is up for reassessment.

´For the present, it is not that we will ceased to be human but with 
augmented intelligence we are transcending some of the 
constraints of earlier biological including cognitive limits of 
humanity. 



General consensus to build bridges between 
science &   theologies to move forward

´Like all other human endeavor, science and 
technologies are work in progress (scientific 
theories get updated constantly)

´So also Christian theologies, ethics and practices
´AI and its sweep on human enterprises is a 

phenomenal advance in science and 
technologies, with “eschatological” projections.



Homo Sapiens to Techno Homo Sapiens
“Brian machine interface” Elon Musk

´Christian vision of eternity is largely shaped by 
transcending human physical and spatial constraints 
and transformed to a different level of existence-
’spiritual’. 

´Contemporary future projections by: Techno-religions 
and techno or Silicon prophets, hi tech gurus are here 
to stay—Yual Noah Harrai

´Christians are to discern between these TWO 
eschatological visions. Blending them creatively is a 
theological challenge. 

´Can resurrection be a “new mode of physicality”.



Sources for Christian theologies and ministerial resources

´Concerned theologians and church leaders have 
began to configurating theologies and discerning new 
areas of ethical concerns.  Some examples are:

´ https://www.christiantranshumanism.org/
´AI and faith: https://aiandfaith.org/
´International Society for Science and Religions: 

https://www.iss.or.uk/
´Future of Humanity Institute: https://www.fhi.ox.ac.uk/

https://www.christiantranshumanism.org/
https://aiandfaith.org/
https://www.fhi.ox.ac.uk/


Central to Religions
God-human-mother earth-cosmos

´A visionary affirmation by all religions is that humanity ONE. 
But  they fail to live up to that vision due to creation of multiple 
gods. 

´ Multiple gods are due to anthropomorphized projections-
gods conceived in human and other animated forms.

´Anthropomorphized gods have led to tribal mentality among 
religious communities transcending the inclusive & universal 
vision that is found in all the religions.  

´Even the Covid19 situation was not of a help to reflect the 
need to reassess the understanding of one divine source. 



Neuroscientists studying the intricacies of human brain have 
concluded that humans are Hardwired to divine or god. 

However, historically humans have appropriate them parochially 



As of now historical parochialism has not changed a bit
My true God and your empty claim



Even among Christians parochialism continues to date
Answer lies in our history, for many simply inherited.

(WCC admits new churches)



When we consider all the religions, matter gets complex

Pew Foundation
´2.2 billion Christians (32% of the world’s population), 1.6 

billion Muslims (23%), 1 billion Hindus (15%), nearly 500 
million Buddhists (7%), (30 million Sikhs 2021) 14 million Jews 
(0.2%) around the world as of 2010. In addition, more than 
400 million people (6%) practice various folk or traditional 
religions, including African traditional religions, Chinese folk 
religions, Native American religions and Australian 
aboriginal religions. An estimated 58 million people –
slightly less than 1% of the global population – belong to 
other religions, including the Baha’i faith, Jainism, Sikhism, 
Shintoism, Taoism, Tenrikyo, Wicca and Zoroastrianism, to 
mention just a few.

´ https://www.pewresearch.org/religion/2012/12/18/global-religious-landscape-exec/



Human projection of gods has a history
Armstrong 1993, Aslan 2017

(Due to socio-political, economic, and psychological needs)
Theologies: Are they more about humanity than divinity?

Human understanding of God has a history 
and predominantly human projection of 
their need



God and human perceptions

Reza 
Aslan, 
God: A 
human 
History, 
2017



Socio-political solution and not a theological response
His Highness Shaikh Mohammad Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince 
of Abu Dhabi, has ordered the construction of the Abrahamic Family 

House on Saadiyat Island in Abu Dhabi. 



Issues with Anthropomorphized or personified 
ØAssumption: that God/s have need like humans; to boost their 

egos for the service they provide to humanity. 
´So humans have to venerate, offer sacrifices, food, drink; gifts--

gold, silver, money. In some tradition, fast, go on pilgrimage, 
torture to please gods.

´If we acknowledge that worship is a need of ours (Hierarchy of needs: 
Abraham Maslow) and not that of god, we may begin understand and 
relate to god/s differently.

´. Q: does elements of Christian worship condescends to an 
attitude of meeting god’s need. 

´Q: Is there a substitute for the therapeutic needs provided by 
anthropomorphized person gods like a teddy bear or pacifier for 
a child. Is St. Paul’s vision of moving from milk diet an utopia for 
many.   



Nonanthropomorphic understanding of Divine is a way to 
move forward but is it achievable

In religions there are also reference in gods in terms of elements in 
nature,  like fire, wind, light, ether, energy or as wisdom, spirit, holy, 
that helps to transcend the parochialism like divine as. 

• Infinite, Light, Energy-Life
• Pure consciousness, The Source
• Creative Imagination
• Is a Mathematician [Michio Kaku-U of NY] 
• The cosmic music-mind of God (Albert Einstein)
• God is green (Ian Bradley 1992, Rev 2020) 



AI inspired theological exploration 
God as Intelligent

In order to help contemporary Christians to reckon with God as the 
supreme being, in the context of AI Christopher Benek suggest 

acknowledging
vGod as the prime intelligence (intelligence is also understood as 

relationality)
vHumans as artificial intelligence
vHumans created AI as alternative intelligence 

If we proceed in this direction, the understanding Trinity can be 
enriched as
q Intelligence (God), Truth/light (Jesus) and Energy (Holy Spirit)

A Hindu understanding suggested by a few Indian theologians
q Sat (Truth), Chit (consciousness) and Anand (bliss) 



As far to human: Shared human quest has been to 
discern about life, here and now; and hereafter

´ A theological position that interested me is the vision of St. Irenaeus: 
“God made Himself man/human, that man/humans might 
become God” (paraphrased by Vladimir Lossky). This is also 
been the theological view of St. Athanasius, St. Gregory of 
Nazianzus, St. Gregory of Nyssa and St. Augustine. Deification 
of human. 

´New self (Gal 2: 19-20): Transformation of humans/humanity 
and the whole of creation. We are not created just to remain 
as human as we experience now.

´ Rom: 8: 21…that the creation itself will be set free from its 
bondage to decay and brought into the glorious freedom of 
the children of God.



As per Christian faith, we are not created just to 
remain as human as we experience now.

´ In Jesus, historic and resurrected there is pointer/hope for that 
promised/anticipated transformation (divinization). 

´Can that be said, in Jesus of history and  risen Jesus (Christ) of faith we 
have the the vision of transhuman—transcendence vision. 

´Pierre Teilhard de Chardin introduced the term transhumanism in 1957 
in the context of his time. 

´Contemporary view of transhuman to posthuman is both a 
philosophical and technological issues to be addressed in the coming 
decades. 

´ To be accomplished through nonbiological enhancement of brains and 
bodies beginning with overcoming sickness, deficiencies, disease, 
aging and eventually death a concern of of all the religions. As now a 
aspired projection and hope. 



Interface between AI and theology
Biological versus nonbiologically generated intelligence

´Brain as a biological machine intelligence: “meat 
computer” and computer as “electronic brain”.(Shimon Edelman, 2012)

´Human brains have become “obsolete algorithms”. 
´As of now machines empowered by AI, computer and 

others are non-biological intelligence
´So, once humans can figure out how the biological 

intelligent machine operates the, nonbiological machine 
intelligence can replicate the biological

´When that happens the theological concern about of  
mind, consciousness and human will be resolved. (Imago 
Dei-image of god) 



Human reactions

Humans react to innovations in a variety of ways
´Celebrate and Embrace
´Cautious: make selective use of them
´Resist, even oppose. Techno anthropology (Aalborg U)
´However, innovations have bearing on the existing 

understanding of homos-humans and, cosmos
vThey will have implications for the inherited theologies 

and Christian practices/ethics
vOften for a time may divide communities but tend to 

heal in the generations to follow. 



Look at humans: More than half of your body is not human. James Gallagher 
April, 10.2018  https://www.bbc.com/news/health-43674270

´Human cells make up only 43% of the body's total cell count. The 
rest are microscopic colonists.

´“This includes bacteria, viruses, fungi and archaea (organisms 
originally misclassified as bacteria). The greatest concentration 
of this microscopic life is in the dark murky depths of our oxygen-
deprived bowels”. Prof Rob Knight, U of California San Diego, 
"You're more microbe than you are human."

´



Coexistence with machines is a fact and will steadily 
increase. Many have developed positive attitudes 

due to the benefit they offer



Some will be overwhelmed with the emerging AI capacities 
and may concede to the dominance of AI in certain areas. 



Some may be threatened and even frightened with the AI 
inroads like humanoid to android robot with some level of 

emotions, self learning capacities etc.



Challenges to the existing understanding of humans in 
Christianity

´To the notion of homocentric world and creation
´Homocentric notion has been already contested with the 

awareness of ecology and its role in sustaining life on earth. Eco 
theology has replaced the homocentric notion with life centric 
preference . 

´Humans as the final act of creation versus humans are part of life 
in process of becoming. Through AI humanity has taken step into 
first stage of technological evolution. 

´Bioengineering has revolutionized the understanding life process. 
´The Christian doctrines of sin, salvation, death and eternal life for 

certain sections of Christians may need to be reinterpreted. 



New ethical and ministerial outreach
´There is much more opening on the part of the Christians to learn 

the ethical implications of AI and discern the best ministerial and 
ethical practices needed in each context of ministry.

´To be a guard for criminal application (hacking, stealing data) be 
it for the prime purpose of profit or criminality of whatever nature.  

´Politicians, world leaders, world organizations like UNO 
economists, historians, environmentalists all are concerned about 
the use and misuse of AI knowledge and applications. 

´One concern is what precautions should be exercised on the 
projected effort to move forward from Artificial general 
Intelligence=human level intelligence to ASI=Artificial super 
intelligence. An anticipated move towards a posthuman 
possibilities. 



Wider engagement of Christians

´Christian communities from Vatican to various churches 
and denominations have issued statements about 
ethical standing for their respective communities in the 
face of AI realities of our time. 

´Even the gatherings of the AI technologists have come 
up with guidelines for dealing with AI technologies: 
Asilomar AI Principles (formulated at the conference of 
Future Life Institute at Asilomar, CA, USA in 2017). 

´The challenge is implementing them over riding the 
market, economic, political, military, interests.  



To begin there is urgent need to Flip Flop existing 
inherited religious perceptions as needed

´God does not belong to us, we belong to God 
http://www.adherents.com/ 102 Billion, Countless number of gods.

´Earth/cosmos does not belong to us, we belong to them
´Church/Christian Community: we do not own it, we are 

called to be members of it. 
´Humans don’t own life but life owns them. 
´Inherited doctrines are human constructions, collectively 

discerned "hypotheses” (contextual) for the well being of 
all, and as such subject to scrutiny by the communities 
that follows and for the sake well being of the community 

http://www.adherents.com/


Tasks ahead--work in progress
´ Reconfiguration of what it means to be human-person, life, soul, spirit from 

Christian theological as well as scientific understanding. 

´ Are we comfortable to accept, for example:

v Spirituality as an innate force that connects humans emphatically with 
people around the globe. (Possibility of International brain networking.) 

v God as, the universal principle that is governing the world/cosmos. 

Anne Foerst: God In The Machine: What Robots Teach Us About Humanity And God, 2004. 
Scientific anthropology: humans are meat machines that 

obey specific psychological, biological, behavioral roles.

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALiCzsbhwvbS3HHkkhK7yJX0HIRW5AbPwQ:1661732135395&q=God+In+The+Machine:+What+Robots+Teach+Us+About+Humanity+And+God+Anne+Foerst&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3MC1MyTJPUYKy0wzS07WkspOt9JPy87P1E0tLMvKLrEDsYoX8vJzKRaze7vkpCp55CiEZqQq-ickZmXmpVgrhGYklCkH5SfklxQohqUBRhdBiBcek_NISBY_S3MS8zJJKBce8FAWQXse8vFQFt_zUouKSHayMu9iZOBgA3t7nAIwAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiC_JDN4ur5AhXQOuwKHfW_A0oQmxMoAXoECDwQAw


Mapping of the brain will eventually provide some needed 
answers and directions for our time

´Metaphor: Center of religion moves from heart to brain: 
Love, peace. Justice, reconciliation, prayer, meditation. 

´Present size of brain can be traced back to 300,000, 
evolved 100,000 to 35,000 years back and the growth of 
brain size and complexity--is likely still going on. 

´Brain a three pound organ made of 86 billion neurons. 
Creats virtual reality from the data it receives. 

´Neuroplasticity, is the ability of neural networks in the 
brain to change, grow and reorganization.



Evolution of the human brain—built on animal
How to compress the non essential animal brain



Brian: Locus of theological inquiry
Neurons/wiring in the brain, and not the palpitations in the 

heart is the seat of faith/religions/wisdom traditions 
Genome editing on rat brains.



Hypothesis: we need augmented brain for better living 
´ Humans have done their best with the brain they have 

inherited. Further evolution for better may take centuries. 
´As of now human brain is strongly hardwired to tribalism (for 

survival of oneself and ones progenies—basic animal instinct) 
´ Robin Dunbar, British anthropologist number for social interaction with deeper personal engagement. 

´We cannot go on with myth of fall and redemption enshrined in 
Genesis. We need the help of scientist, technologists, 
anthropologists etc. Be open to dialogue with our own 
theological values which includes sanctity of human life as we 
further probe to human physical and cognitive as of now. 

´We will do great service by critically and theologically 
accompanying the on going research and responsible 
application of genome editing, chip implanting to rewire the 
neurons. 



Religious Head coverings—God in the machine 



Trying to grasp the mystery of life on earth and universe

´Theologians, Christians and of all other religious traditions, 
share the common human quest with people of all other 
disciplines (science and humanities) who are committed 
to grasp the mystery of life. 

´So one can say even the science and humanity with such 
search is a part of spiritual pursuit.  

´It echoes what Albert Einstein stated. “Science without 
religion is lame, religion without science is blind.”


